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Disclaimer
• The information in this presentation is for educational purposes only and is not intended to be a 

recommendation to purchase or sell any of the stocks, mutual funds, or other securities that may be 
referenced. The securities of companies referenced or featured in the seminar materials are for illustrative 
purposes only and are not to be considered endorsed or recommended for purchase or sale by 
BetterInvesting™ / National Association of Investors™. The views expressed are those of the instructors, 
commentators, guests and participants, as the case may be, and do not necessarily represent those of 
BetterInvesting. Investors should conduct their own review and analysis of any company of interest before 
making an investment decision.

• Securities discussed may be held by the instructors in their own personal portfolios or in those of their 
clients. BetterInvesting presenters and volunteers are held to a strict code of conduct that precludes 
benefitting financially from educational presentations or public activities via any BetterInvesting programs, 
events and/or educational sessions in which they participate. Any violation is strictly prohibited and should 
be reported to the CEO of BetterInvesting or the Director of Chapter Relations.

• This presentation may contain images of websites and products or services not endorsed by 
BetterInvesting. The presenter is not endorsing or promoting the use of these websites, products or 
services.

• National Association of Investors™, BetterInvesting™ and the BetterInvesting™ Icon are 
trademarks/registered trademarks. All rights reserved. © 2021 BetterInvesting™.  

• We may be recording this session for our future use. 
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Two unique time frames for investing

• Investing for retirement (before you retire)
• Certain investment strategy

• Investing/divesting during retirement
• Different investing strategy?
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Investing for retirement

• Investment Objective
• Growth of capital (build a big nest egg)
• Investment income probably not needed

• Investment strategy
• Maximize allocation to equities
• Maintain emergency fund (3 - 6 months of living expenses)
• Maximize tax-advantaged accounts

• 401(k)s (Traditional and especially Roth)
• Roth IRAs

• Long-term
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S&P 500 Average Return: 5-year, 10-year, 
20-year, 30-year
Period Average Stock Market Return

5 years (2017 – 2021) 17.04%

10 years (2012 – 2021) 14.83%

20 years (2002 – 2021) 8.91%

30 years (1992 – 2021) 9.89%

About 100 years ~ 10%
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It looks like we should expect the average market return to be about 10% over an extended period.



Save and Invest a lot

• Live below your means

• Plan to invest a higher percentage of income as you age
• 20s          10% - 15%

• 30s          15% - 25%

• 40s          25% - 35%

• 50s          >35%
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How big must your investment nest egg 
be to retire?
• Multiply the first-year annual income needed from your 

investments by 25
• Example: 25 x $40,000 = $1,000,000

• Now you have a reasonable approximation of the total 
amount of investments needed to fund your retirement. 
Notice that your withdrawal rate is 4% (1/25). 

• Using a withdrawal rate of 4% has been shown to have a 
high probability of making one’s portfolio last for 30 years.
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Tips for growing the nest egg

• Maximize contribution to any 401(k) plans
• $20,500 allowed in 2022 ($27,000 for those over 50)
• Maximize the employer’s match
• Target date funds
• Active managed funds versus Index funds
• Low expense funds

• Establish and contribute to a Roth IRA as soon as 
possible

• $6,000 allowed in 2022 ($7,000 for those over 50)
• Makes a great emergency fund



Impact of fees
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Simplest Plan

• Invest everything in a Total Stock Market Index fund
• You will be well-diversified domestically
• It will be extremely low cost
• Reinvest the earnings and you won’t need to do anything
• You will achieve the stock market rate of return

• Simple is good
• Simple is easy
• Simple is very profitable



Almost-as-simple plan

• Invest 50% in Total Stock Market Index fund

• Invest 25% in Small/Mid Cap Index fund

• Invest 25% in International Stock Index fund

• You will be globally diversified

• It will be very low cost

• Reinvest earnings and do nothing

• You will achieve stock market returns



Investing during retirement

• Overarching goal
• Don’t run out of money!

• Investing objective
• Growth of capital (need for later years in life)
• Preservation of capital (needed for next few years)
• Minimize selling in a down market (don’t lock in losses)

• Investment strategy
• Large allocation to equities
• Laddered CDs or bonds for living expenses
• Probably still long-term



Helpful tips in early years of retirement

• Consider converting traditional IRA money to Roth IRA
• Typically from retirement date to age 72

• Only if you can stay in the lower tax brackets

• Don’t use the converted money to pay the taxes

• Consider delaying Social Security
• Age 62     $750 per month

• Age 66     $1,000 per month

• Age 70     $1,250 per month



A Practical Retirement Model
Assume $1,000,000 investment asset base
Assume $40,000 living expenses are needed from investments

• Stocks
• Grows about 7-9%

• Long-term growth comes 
from this side

• Bonds (CDs) & Cash
• Grows about 2-4%

• You live off this side
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How much do we keep in bonds and cash?



My Current Retirement Model

• $760,000 

• 50% in VTI (Total stock 
market index fund)

• 20% in VOE (Mid cap 
value index fund)

• 20% in VNQ (REIT index 
fund)

• 10% in VXUS (Total int’l 
stock index fund)

• $240,000 

• $40,000  5-yr CD

• $40,000  4-yr CD

• $40,000  3-yr CD

• $40,000  2-yr CD

• $40,000  1-yr CD

• $40,000  money market

$1,000,000 investment assets
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Seminar Title and Description

Title: Investment strategies before and after retirement

Description: This seminar will describe a couple of different investment strategies 
and answer the question of a member who asked “Should one’s investment strategy 
change when one’s retired? We will discuss a strategy for investing for retirement 
and follow up with a strategy for investing during retirement. We will conclude with a 
proven retirement model which is practical and easy to implement. It has been used 
by the author for the past 24 years with virtually no changes.


